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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we classify all integral, non-degenerate, locally Cohen-Macaulay subvarieties in PN, 
whose general complementary section is a complete intersection set of points: they are either com- 
plete intersections or curves on a quadric surface in P3 or degree 4 arithmetically Buchsbaum sur- 
faces in p (i.e. the Veronese surface or a degeneration of it). As a consequence we show that every 
locally Cohen-Macaulay threefold in P5 of degree 4 is a complete intersection. 
Moreover, we obtain a generalization of Laudal’s Lemma to threefolds in P5 and fourfolds in p6, 
which gives a bound on the degree of a codimension 2, integral subvariety X in P’v, depending both 
on N and a non-lifting level s of X. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we generalize to varieties of higher dimension the follow- 
ing two results concerning curves in P3. 
Theorem 1.1. Let C be an integral curve of degree d in P3 and let Z be its general 
plane section. If the restriction map H’Zc(s) + @Zz(s) is not onto, then 
d 5 s2 + 1. 
Theorem 1.2. Let C be an integral curve in P3 which is not a complete intersection 
and suppose that its general plane section Z = C n H is a complete intersection. 
Then C lies on a quadric surface. 
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Theorem 1.1 is the well known Laudal’s Lemma, first proved in 163; some new 
proofs and extensions have been afterwards given by many authors: see. for 
instance, [171, [91, [71, [f% [141, D81, [191. 
Theorem 1.2 was proved by Strano in [16] and generalized by Ke to hyper- 
plane sections of any locally Cohen-Macaulay non-degenerate closed sub- 
scheme of PN (see [ 121). 
Both results deal with the problem of lifting hypersurfaces. If X is a sub- 
variety in PN and Y is the section of X with a general hyperplane H = I”“~ ‘. 
we say that every hypersurface of degree s in PN -’ containing Y lifts 
to some hypersurface in PN containing X if the restriction map 71-(s) :
H’Zx(s) ------f H’Zy(s) is surjective; on the contrary, s is a non-lifting level for X 
if r(s) is not onto. Therefore Theorem 1.1 gives a bound on the degree of the 
curve C in P3 depending on a non-lifting level; also Theorem 1.2 implicitly in- 
volves some non-lifting level: if every curve in P* containing the complete in- 
tersection 2 would lift to a surface containing C, then C should be a complete 
intersection too. 
The existence of a non lifting level s for the variety X immediately (by the de- 
finition itself) shows that there is at least one hypersurface of degree s containing 
Y; in fact we can prove that in degrees close to s there are ‘many’ hypersurfaces 
containing Y, and, in certain cases, also ‘many’ hypersurfaces containing X. 
Moreover, ifs is a non lifting level for X, then s, or some lower s’, is also a non 
lifting level for Y, which allows inductive procedures (see Theorem 3.1). 
Section 3 develops the preceding topic and contains results which will be 
useful in the following sections, in particular Theorem 3.3, which proves a lower 
bound on the number of independent hypersurfaces of a suitable degree con- 
taining X in connection with the structure of its first deficiency module. 
In Section 4 we generalize Theorem 1.2 to subvarieties X in PN and their 
sections with linear spaces H of every codimension, not only hyperplane sec- 
tions; actually, it turns out that the most interesting situations happen when 
codim(H) = dim(X). In fact, it is easy to see that, if a general section X n H of 
X is a complete intersection while X is not, then X has codimension 2 in PN and 
the linear space H has complementary dimension, so that Z = X n H is a set of 
points in P2 (see [12]). In Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 we give a complete 
classification of such subvarieties; more precisely: 
if X is an integral, locally Cohen-Macaulay, non-complete intersection sub- 
variety, whose general plane section is a complete intersection set of points, then 
X is either 
an even degree curve on a smooth quadric in P3 or 
a degree 4 arithmetically Buchsbaum surface in p (i.e. the Verouese surface 
or a degeneration of it). 
Observe that no variety of such type lives in PN if N 2 5. 
In Corollary 4.7, as an easy consequence, we obtain that every integral, 
locally Cohen-Macaulay subvariety in PN of codimension 2 and degree 4 is a 
complete intersections if N > 5. The same result for a smooth threefold in P5 
was proved by Okonek in [lo], using Zak’s classification of Severi varieties. 
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In the last section of the paper we prove some new cases of the following 
conjecture which generalizes Laudal’s Lemma to codimension 2 subvarieties in 
PN (see [9]): 
Ifs is a non lifting level for X, then 
(1) deg(X) 5 s2 - (N - 3)s + k (N - 2)(N - 3) + 1. 
Case N = 3 is exactly the original Laudal’s Lemma and case N = 4 is already 
known (see [9] and [19]); moreover in [14] the author proved that the formula 
holds for every N, provided that the general plane section of X does not lie on 
curves of degree lower than s. Here we obtain cases N = 5 and N = 6 without 
any additional hypothesis. More precisely, Theorem 5.1 shows that d < 
s2-2s+4ifNL5andTheorem5.4showsthatd<s2-3s+7ifNL6. 
We want to observe that the Veronese surface in p gives a sharp example for 
the main result in Section 3 (see Theorem 3.3 and Example 3.4), it is the only 
codimension 2, non-complete intersection, smooth variety not lying on a 
quadric, whose general plane section is a complete intersection, and, moreover, 
it is a border case for Laudal’s Lemma in p. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Unless otherwise explicitly stated: 
1) PN is the projective space of dimension N over an algebraically closed field 
K of characteristic 0; A = @Ai is the graded ring in N + 1 variables 
K[xo, . . , xN]: without any further notice, elements of A always are homo- 
geneous elements. 
We often denote by the same symbol an element a E A and the hypersurface 
S, in PN defined by the equation a = 0; U, will be the open subset PN - S,. 
2) A ‘subvariety’ of PN will always be a closed, equidimensional, non-degen- 
erate subscheme of PN; 
~ IX c A and 1~ c 0r.~ are the ideal and the ideal sheaf of a subvariety X, 
so that IX = @@‘Z,(i); if dim(X) > 1, the deficiency modules of X are 
HiZ,y = C, H’Zx(t), 1 5 i < dim(X): in this paper we always suppose 
that HiZx has finite length; if moreover X is locally Cohen-Macaulay, 
then all of them have finite length. 
- tilz~(i) is the dimension of the K-vector space HjS,(i); 
- a(X)= min{m such that h”ZX(m) # 0) 
- p(X)= min{m such that h”ZX(m) > h”O,~(m - a(X))}; 
- d,(X) = h”Zx(m) - hOZx(m - 1); 
~ g,(X) and sm(X) are the numbers of degree m generators and first syzy- 
gies in a minimal free resolution of Ix; 
- the ideal sheaf ZX of X in PN is m-regular if HVx(m - q) = 0 for every 
q > 0; the ideal 1, of X is m-regular if the ideal sheaf 1~ is m-regular; 
- r(X)= min{m such that Z,r is m-regular}; 
- e = e(X) is the speciality index of X, that is the maximal integer t such 
that the sheaf WX( -t) has a non-zero global section. 
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3) NE-,(X, V) is the set of elements (T E N’1,~(r?? - i) which vanish if multi- 
plied by every element of the vector space V (I A,: n;; +(X. V) is its dimen- 
sion as vector space; 
- if V = A;, we write xEpj(X) instead of NE--,(X. Ai); observe that 
x:-,(X) is the degree m - 1 component of the socle of H’J,, and so we 
will call generalized socle any vector space NE ~~, (X. V). 
- we write NS_, (X) instead of Nt_ I (A’, < x >) when x is a general linear 
form; the integer s is a non-lifting level for X if N%, (X) # 0; note that 
NE-,(X, V) # 0 for some non-zero vector space V, does not necessary 
imply that m is a non-lifting level for X, unless V = A i 
.- x(X) = {x E AI (U, n X is a dense open set of X}. that is: 
x E T(X) * (Ix : x) = z,y w 
no component of X has support contained in x; 
if X is an integral subvariety, then z(X) = A i. 
4) A set of points Z c P2 is in uniform position if every subset of d’ points Z’ c 
Z has the same Hilbert function: 
hzf(t) = min{hz(t). d’}. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Z be a set of dpoints in uniform position in P2. Then. 
(i) d, = 0 ifm < Q(Z) 
(ii) d n(2) = &Y(Z),’ 
(iii) d, = m + 1 - a(Z) iJ’o(Z) < m < p(Z) 
(iv) &+I L d, + 2 if p(Z) < m < r(Z) and equality holds if’ and only (f 
gm+1 = 0 
(v) d, = m + 1 ifm > r(Z). 
(vi) c,“=,(m + 1 - d,) = CrIo(rn + 1 - d,) = d. 
(vii) H:-,(Z) = m-2 = gm+2 - dm+2 + 2d,+l - d,. 
Proof. See for example [3] Theorem 2.30, Proposition 4.12,4.14 and 4.32. Cl 
3. ON THE GENERALIZED SOCLE 
The following result is one of the main tools in this paper. It was first proved by 
Strano for curves in P3 (see [ 171) and restated by Green in [3], where a particular 
case of the sequence (2) was also introduced (see [3] Proposition 4.31 and 4.37). 
For proofs in the most general case, see also [12], Lemma 1 and [18], Proposi- 
tion 1.8. 
Theorem 3.1. (Strano). Let X be a subvariety in PN of dimension 2 1 and let Y = 
X n {x = 0} be its general hyperplane section. Then, the following sequence is 
exact: 
(2) o-~~Ij_,(X,x)-tN~_;_,(X,x’+‘)~N~_,(X,x’) A,-,(Y). 
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Remark 3.2. Suppose that A$-, (X, x) # 0 for some integer m. 
If the map 7r is injective, then it follows by the exact sequence (2) that m is 
also a non-lifting level for Y, since q-r ( Y) c Nl-, ( Y). 
On the other hand, if 7r is not injective, then Nt-,(X, xi) f 0, for some i > 1: 
let io be the maximum, which exists because HfZ,$?s finite length. 
Thus, again by (2), pz-iO( Y) # 0, so that x,-,(Y) # 0 for some m’, 
m - io < m’ < m. 
In any case, a non-lifting level for X induces a non lifting level for Y, of the 
same or of a lower degree, depending on the injectivity of 7r. 
The following result states close relations between a non-zero component of 
some generalized socle of a subvariety X of PN and hypersurfaces of suitable 
degree containing X. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a subvariety of PN and let V C x(X) be a vector space qf 
dimension r 2 2, such that N:-, (X, V) # 0. 
Thenh’Zx(m+l) >2r-3. 
Proof. Let’s choose a non zero element g E NE-,(X, V). For any two in- 
dependent elements yi, y2 E V, the ideal of X contains at least a degree m + 1 
polynomial of the type yi& - y#i, where 5 and 2 are local equations for 0 on 
ZAy, and U,, respectively. 
Moreover, yiF2 - yzZ7r is different from zero; in fact, if not, we would have 
Fi = ylG and an inverse image o’ E H’Ox(m - 1) of (T would be cut by the hy- 
persurface G on the open set U,, n X, which is dense in X. So, d = G on X and 
then, a = 0, against the hypothesis. 
Consider the linear map 4: A2 V -+ H’Zx(m + 1) given by $~(yi A ~2) = 
yiF2 - y2Fi; then h’Zx(m + 1) 2 dim(Im 4) = codim(Ker 4). 
The kernel of the map 4 can not contain any element of the type yi A ~2, yi, y2 
linearly independent, as above explained. So P(ker 4) in P(A2 V) does not in- 
tersect the Grassmannian G(2, r) of any dimension 2 linear subspace of V. Then 
codim 2 (Ker 4) = codim 
Av 
,,(*z r,)(P(Ker 4)) > dim(G(2,r)) + 1 = 2r - 3. 
Soh’Zx(m+l) >2r-3. 0 
We do not know if this result is sharp for every r = dim(V), that is whether 
there exists some function f (r) greater than 2r - 3 if r >> 0 , such that in the 
above hypotheses always holds the inequality hOZx(m + 1) > f (r). However, 
our bound is sharp if r L 5. 
Example 3.4. Let X be the Veronese surface in p. Then h’Zx(t) = 0, for all 
t # 1, and h’Zx(l) = 1; so H’Zx(l) = $(A’) = Nt(X,Ar) # 0, where r = 
dim(Al) = 5 and 2r - 3 = 7 = h’Zx(3). 
If X is a set of points, then ;ii (X) does not contain any linear space of dimen- 
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sion > 2. However, an analogous result to the previous holds also for a set ot 
points in P2, provided they are in uniform position. Observe that part (ii) is a 
sort of ‘zero-case’ for Laudal’s Lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Let Z be a set oj’dpoints in P2 in un#ormposition. 
Suppose c-, (2) # 0 and denote by u the number oj’minimal generators of‘// in 
degrees < m + 1. Then. 
(i) v > 3 or Z is a complete intersection (p, q), p + q = m + 2. 
(ii) d < m2 + m + 1 
Proof. (i) is proved in [14] Proposition 3.2. 
For (ii), if Z is a complete intersection @, m + 2 - p), then d = p(m + 2 - p) 
2 m2 + m + 1 for all possible integers m andp. 
If Z is not a complete intersection, then, by (i), d,+l > 3 and, by Lemma 2.1, k + 
1 - dk+l is strictly decreasing or vanishes if k 2 m + 1. An easy calculation gives 
Corollary 3.6. Let Z be a set of’dpoints in P” in uniform position. Then. 
$,(Z) # 0 w either d = 3 and Z is not a complete intersection or d = 2 
4. SUBVARIETIES WHOSE PLANE SECTIONS ARE COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS 
In the present section, we will extend Theorem 1.2 and [12] Teorema 1 to sec- 
tions of a subvariety X in PN with linear spaces of every codimension, not only 
with hyperplanes. 
Since quadric hypersurfaces will play a key role, first of all we want to recall 
some well known facts about divisors on quadrics. 
Remark 4.1. Let Q be a reduced and irreducible quadric hypersurface in P”. 
Then, after a suitable change of variables, Q has equation of + . + xf, where 
r 2 3 is the rank of Q. 
If X is a reduced and irreducible codimension 2 subvariety in PN lying on Q, 
then: 
i) if r > 5, X is a complete intersection in PN; 
ii) if r = 3, X is a complete intersection in PN if and only if deg(X) is 1 or 
even; 
iii) if r = 4, Q is of the type xy + zt, x,y, z, t independent linear forms, and it 
is smooth if and only if N = 3. Moreover, if N = 3, there are smooth divisors on 
Q of the type (a, b) for every pair of integers a > b > 1. 
More recently it was proved the following result about locally Cohen-Macaulay 
divisors on quadric hypersurfaces, that will be useful in the proof of Theorem 
4.4. 
Theorem 4.2. (Kwak). Let Q be a hyperquadric in PN, N 2 4, and let X be a lo- 
cally Cohen-Macaulay subvariety contained in Q. Then X is either a complete in- 
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tersection or is projectively Cohen-Macaulay and linked to a linear space L % 
PN-* via a complete intersection of Q and another hypersurface. 
Proof. See [5] Theorem 2.1. Cl 
As a first generalization of Theorem 3.1 we classify all integral, non-complete 
intersection subvarieties X in p, whose sections with a general linear space L 
are complete intersections. Thanks to the following easy consequence of The- 
orem 3.1, they are surfaces in p and the linear space L must be a plane. (see 
also [12] Teorema 2 (1)). 
Proposition 4.3. Let X be an integral, non-degenerate, non-complete intersection 
variety in PN of codimension r. If the section of X with a general linear space of 
dimension s 2 r is a complete intersection, then r = s = 2. 
Proof. Without lost in generality, we can suppose s = N - 1 2 2, so that His a 
general hyperplane in PN, N > 3. 
If Y = X n H is a complete intersection of dimension 2 1, then HJZY = 0; 
so H,‘Zx = 0 and the restriction map H?T,y(t)+@Zy(t) is surjective for every 
integer t and X should be a complete intersection too. Thus Y is a set of points 
(that is r = s) in PN, which is a complete intersection (al, a2, . . . ! an-l) 
(al I a2 5 . . . < aN-1). Moreover al > 2: if al = 1, then X should be contained 
in a hyperplane too (see Corollary 3.6). 
Since X is not a complete intersection, at least one of the minimal generators 
of Zr does not lift to an element of Ix: let m the minimal non-lifting level so that 
N,“-,(X) # 0 and m < a&l. Using Theorem 3.1, we get m;-,(Z) # 0 for some 
2 5 p 5 m; by the free resolution of 2, we find that p must be equal to 
at +. . + UN-1 - (N - 1) and then 
2(N-2)<al+.“+aN-2=p+N-l-aN-1<N-l. 
ThenN=3andr=s=N-1=2. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let X be an integral, locally Cohen-Macaulay surface in p and let 
L be a general plane. Then: 
Z = X n L is a complete intersection w either of thefollowing holds: 
1) X is a complete intersection 
2) X is a Veronese surface in @ (or a degeneration of it). 
In the proof of this theorem will be useful the following lemma. Observe that 
the last part of the statement could be deduced by [8]; however we prefer to 
present a new, direct proof. 
Lemma 4.5. Let X be an integral, locally Cohen-Macaulay surface in p and let I 
be the only integer such that either e(X) = 21- 5 or e(X) = 21- 6. 
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Suppose that Nz-, (X, x) # Of or a g eneral linear Jbrm x and sonw m > I rrrlti 
either deg(X) = 4 or h’Zx(m) = 0. 
Then X is an arithmetically Buchshaum swface in the even liuison cluss r!f t/w 
Veronese surface. 
Proof. The subvariety X is the zero locus of a non-zero section of a rank-two 
reflexive sheaf 3(l), where 3 has Chern classes ci, i = 1, . ,4, normalized so 
that ci is either 0 or -1, and e(X) = 21 -t cl - 5 (see [ll] Theorem 2.2). By the 
cohomology exact sequence of: 
(3) O-+0pN+3(1)iZ~(21+c~)+0 
it follows that H,‘Zx % H,‘3(-l- cl) and H:Zx G H23(-l- cl); moreover 
m < 1 is equivalent to to = m - 1 - cl 5 -cl. 
Thus H’F(to - 1) 2 H’3(to) is not injective for some to 5 --cl; then 3 is 
stable and to = -cl = 1: see [13] Proposition I .7. 
So it is sufficient to consider the following case: to = 1, m = I, cl = -1 and 
c2 2 2 (no stable rank 2 reflexive sheaf in PN, with cl = - 1 has c2 < 2). 
Using the generalization of Laudal’s lemma in p (see [19] Proposition 3.8 or 
[7]) we find deg(X) = l* - I+ c2 5 I2 - I+ 2. 
Therefore the equality deg(X) = 1’ - 1 + c2 = I2 - I+ 2 holds and so c2 = 2. 
Let’s denote by Y and Z respectively the general hyperplane and plane sec- 
tion of X. 
The ideal of Z has at least 2 minimal generators in degrees < 1; since 
deg(Z) = deg(X) = l2 - 1 - 2, we have the following (may be non-minimal) 
free resolution: 
O-+C$z(-21+ 1)~o,*(-~-2)~op*(-1)~$c3p~(-I- l)-+Zz-+O 
The generic initial ideal gin(Zz) has A-invariants (see [3] Definition 4.1): 
X0 = 21- 2, . , Xi = 21- 2 - 2i, : XI-~ = 4, Xl-2 = 3: XI_, = I 
If we compute the arithmetic genus pa = 1 + 4 (21- 5)(12 - I+ 2) + ic3 of 
the plane section Y of X using the A-invariants, we find pa = 1 + :(21- 5) 
(12 - I+ 2) + 2 - p, where p = C, nz._, (Y) (see [3] Propositions 4.19 and 
4.23). Since c3 > 0, and p 2 1, we have two possibilities: 
1) cs = 0, /L = 2 
2) c3 =2andp= 1. 
Case 1) does not really happen. The restriction 3H of 3 to a general H = P” 
should be a rank 2 vector bundle with cl = -1 and cz = 2, classified in [4]. If 
3~ is such a bundle, then h’3H(-1) = h’Zy(l - 2) = 1 and, moreover, a gen- 
eral global section of 3~(2) corresponds to a disjoint union of two irreducible 
tonics. 
If deg(X) = 4, then 1 = 2 and a general section Y of X should be reducible or 
not reduced. 
If h’2x(l) = h’3( 1) = 0, the map H”3(2) + H”3~(2) is surjective. Thus, a 
general global section of 3(2) corresponds to a surface S in p, whose general 
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hyperplane section is the disjoint union of two irreducible tonics. Simple geo- 
metrical arguments show that S too must be contained in a hyperquadric and 
this leads to a contradiction: 
2 = hOZz(l) > hOZy(1) > hOZx(Z) = h03(1) = hOZs(2) > 1. 
In case 2), since p = 1, then hiZr(Z - 1) = 1 and h’2r(t) = 0 for every 
t 2 1. Moreover, if HIZy(Z - 2) # 0, then H’Zy(Z - 2) = N;:i(X, V), where 
dim(V) 2 3, and this leads to the contradiction: 2 = h’Zz(l) > h’Zy(Z) > 3 (see 
Theorem 3.3). 
Therefore, the deficiency module of Zr is H,‘Zy = H’Zr(Z - 1) 2 K and the 
deficiency modules of Zx are HiZx E HfZv (where the isomorphism is exactly 
the restriction map) and HzZx = 0. Thus, X is an arithmetically Buchsbaum 
variety. 
Moreover F(2) is generated by global sections and then the zero-locus of a 
general global section of F(2) is an integral surface S (see [15] Proposizione 2) 
with Gresolution (see [2]): 
(4) 0 4 0,(-3)3 + fi,(-1) -+ z&s + 0 
that is S is a Veronese surface in p or a degeneration of it. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Suppose that X is not a complete intersection and let d 
be its degree. Thanks to Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 4.2, Z = X n L is a set of 
points in L = P2 and a general hyperplane section Y of X is a curve of even 
degree on a smooth quadric Q, while X is not contained in hyperquadrics. 
Therefore, N:(X) # 0 and so c-,(Z) # 0 for some m 5 2 (see Theorem 3.1 
and Remark 3.2). But, in fact, m 5 1 is not allowed (Corollary 3.6) and so 
m = 2. 
Then d = 2m = 4 and Y is a curve of the type (1,3) on Q, that is a rational 
quartic curve: thus e(X) = e(Y) - 1 = -2 and Z = 2. Now we can apply 
Lemma 4.5 and conclude that X is an arithmetically Buchsbaum surface of 
degree 4, that is a Veronese surface in P4, or a degeneration of it. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let W be a non-degenerate, locally Cohen-Macaulay integral sub- 
variety of codimension r in PN (N > 3). If W n H is a complete intersection, for a 
general linear space H of dimension s (s 2 r), then one of the following holds: 
1) W is a complete intersection 
2) W is a curve of even degree lying on a smooth quadric in P3 
3) W is the Veronese surface in p (or a degeneration of it). 
Proof. First of all, r = s = 2 by Proposition 4.3. 
If N = 3 and W is not a complete intersection, then it lies on a quadric sur- 
face Q (see Theorem 1.2) and its degree is even; so Q is a rank 4 smooth quadric 
(see Remark 4.1 ii) and iii)). 
If N = 4 the statement follows from Theorem 4.4. 
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If N 2 5, we will prove that W is a complete Intersection: WC may suppose 
N = 5. 
Let’s denote by X the section of W with a general linear spaces ofdimension 
4. The surface X, which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, is a complete 
intersection (and so W is) or (a degeneration of) a Veronese surface. We want to 
prove that cannot exist any integral locally Cohen-Macaulay subvariety W in 
PN, N 2 5, such that its general hyperplane section has the same deficiency 
modules of the Veronese surface in P4 that is HfZx = H’Zr(l ) ” K and 
H,2Zx = 0. 
By the exact sequence: 
0 + Zw(t - 1) 2 Z&t) -+ X*(t) ---f 0 
it follows that the map H’Zw(t - 1) 2 H*Zw (t) is surjective for all t E Z. 
Since the threefold W is equidimensional and locally Cohen-Macaulay, the 
module HzZw has finite length and then HzZw = 0. Moreover H3Zw(t - 1) --f 
H32w(t) is injective for all t E Z and so HiZw = 0 too. 
In degrees t < 0 we have: 0 = H”Zx(t) + H’Zw(t - 1) + H’Zw(t) + 
H’Tx(t) = 0 and so H’Zw(t) = 0 for every t < 0. 
In degrees 1 and 2 we have: 
0 = H’Z w 4 H’&(l) + H’&(l) 2 K + H2Zw = 0 
0 = @I,(2) ---f H’&(l) + H’&(2) + H’&(2) = 0 
and then H’Zw( 1) ” H’Zw(2) G K. 
Thus H’&(l) = N:( W, V), w h ere T/ is a vector space of dimension > 5: 
by Theorem 3.3 h”Zw(3) 2 7. But h0Zx(3) = 7 and so the map @Z&3) + 
H”Zx(3) is surjective; thus it is also surjective the map HOI,(t) 4 HOZx(t) for 
every t 2 3, since ZX is generated by global sections in degree 3. 
Therefore we get h’Zw(t) = 1 for every t > 1, which is not allowed for in- 
tegral, locally Cohen-Macaulay varieties. 0 
Corollary 4.7. Every integral, codimension 2, locally Cohen-Macaulay sub- 
variety W in PN, N 2 5, ef degree 4, is a complete intersection. 
Proof. A general plane section of W is a set of 4 points in uniform position 
and so it is a complete intersection: we can immediately conclude, by Theorem 
4.6. 0 
Remark 4.8. As a main step in the proof of Theorem 4.6, we show that no 
locally Cohen-Macaulay, integral threefold in P5 has a Veronese surface, or a 
degeneration of it, as general hyperplane section. This result was proved by 
Okonek for smooth varieties (as a consequence of Zak’s classification of Severi 
Varieties: see [lo]), and for arithmetically Buchsbaum subvarieties by Chang 
(see VI)- 
Therefore, all codimension 2 integral subschemes in P5 that have a Veronese 
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surface as general hyperplane section, must have some non-Cohen-Macaulay 
singularity; we guess that they are all cones. 
5. GENERALIZATIONS OF LAUDAL’S LEMMA 
In this section, X is a codimension 2, integral, non-degenerate subvariety of 
degree d in Pn+2. 
Using some of the previous results on non-lifting levels and linear sections, 
we obtain a generalization of Laudal’s Lemma to threefolds in P5 and fourfolds 
in P6 that is we prove the cases N = 5 and N = 6 of the formula (l), which gives 
a bound on the degree of X depending on a non lifting level s of X and the di- 
mension N = n + 2 of the projective space. 
We will denote by Yi the section of X with a general linear space of dimen- 
sion i + 2. Special cases are X = Y,, Y = Yi the integral curve section of X 
with a general P3 and 2 = Yo, the set of d points in uniform position general 
plane section of X. 
Moreover: CQ = cr( Yi) is the minimal degree of a hypersurface in P”+2 con- 
taining Yi and s; = s( Yi) is the smallest non-lifting level for Y;. 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be an integral threefold in P5 of degree d. 
Ifs is a non-lifting levelfor X, then: 
A < s2 - 2s + 4. 
Proof. The hypothesis on s means Ni;-i ( yi) # 0, i = 1,2,3, and q-, (2) # 0 
for integers si, SO < si < s2 5 s3 = s: we can suppose that the numbers si are the 
lowest with such properties. 
We can suppose s > 4: ifs 5 3, then ? - 2s + 4 > s2 - s + 1 and the required 
bound follows from [19] Theorem 3.10). 
The case a(X) > s, is known (see [19] Theorem 3.12 or [9]). 
So suppose a(X) < s. 
If Qg = s or, more generally, if so = s, then ai = QO and s; = s for i = 1,2,3; so 
ZZ has at least a minimal generator in degree (~0 and, further that, k minimal 
generators in degree s, where k = Et1 nip, ( Yj) 2 3. Using Lemma 2.1 we find 
d<s2-22s+3. 
So we can suppose that a0 and so are at most s - 1. 
On the other hand, if SO I s - 2, then d 2 si + so + 1 < s2 - 2s + 1 by 
Lemma 3.5. 
The remaining case to consider is QO 5 SO = s - 1. 
In this case, if Z is a complete intersection, then (Theorem 4.6) a3 = . . = 
CQ = 2 and d = 2~0 = 2(s - 1) < s2 - 2s + 2. 
If Z is not a complete intersection, then Zz has a minimal generator in degree 
cxo < s - 1 and at least two more minimal generators in degrees 5 so + 1 = s (see 
Lemma 3.5). An easy calculation as above gives d < A? - 2s + 2. 0 
Remark 5.2. Observe that in the previous result the degree d of X can reach the 
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maximum allowed if and only if s --: sz = ,SI = ,su .= ~0 < t~( X ) and. moreover, 
Zz has exactly 3 minimal generators in degree s and either just one more in 
degree s + 1 or s = 3. (see 1141 Theorem 5.1 and its proof) 
Remark 5.3. Let X be an integral subvariety in P.‘, N 2 6, of codimension 2 
and degree d and let W = X n H be the section of X with a general H = P5. 
Ifs is a non-lifting level for X, then W has a non-lifting level .s’ 5 s (see Re- 
mark 3.2). 
So we can apply the previous result to W and s’ obtaining as a straightfor- 
ward consequence that d satisfies the inequality A 5 s2 - 2s + 3. 
In fact, ifs’ = s, then hOZ~+r(s) # 0, so that cy( W) 5 s. In this case the degree 
of W cannot reach the maximum allowed by Theorem 5.1 (see Remark 5.2) and 
so d 5 (s’~ - 2s’ + 4) - 1 = 52 - 2s + 3. 
Ifs’ I s - 1, then, again by Theorem 5.1, d < s” - 2s’ + 4 < (s - 1)’ - 2(s - 1) 
+4I.s*-22s+3. 
Theorem 5.4. Let X be an integral subvariety in P*, N 2 6, of codimension 2 and 
degree d. 
Ifs is a non-lifting levelfor X, then: 
d<s*-33s+7. 
Proof. Ifs is a non lifting level for a subvariety X, then s, or a lower integer, is a 
non lifting level for a general linear section of X (see Remark 3.2). Thus we can 
borne to prove the statement for a fourfold in P6. 
The first part of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1. 
First of all observe that for low values of s, more precisely for s 5 4, the 
bound on the degree follows from that proved in the previous remark. So sup- 
pose s > 5. 
The hypothesis on s means N,t;_, (Yi) # 0, i = 1,2,3,4, and Fz-, (Z) # 0 for 
integers si, SO 5 SI < . . < s4 = s: we can suppose that the numbers si are the 
smallest with such properties. 
The case a(X) > s, is known (see [14]). So suppose u(X) < s. 
If ‘~0 = s or, more generally, if SO = s, then a( Yi) = CEO and Si = s for 
i= l,.. . ,4; so ZZ has at least a minimal generator in degree CQ and, further 
that, k minimal generators in degree s, where k = C:=, n:-, ( Yj) > 4. Using 
Lemma 2.1 we find d 5 2 - 3s + 6. 
So we can suppose that suppose QO and SO are at most s - 1. 
If Z is a complete intersection, then (Lemma 3.5) its degree is d = 2.~0 5 
2(s - 1) < s2 - 3s + 4. 
Then suppose that Z is not a complete intersection. 
Let (~0, p, y the lower degrees of minimal generators of 1~: by Lemma 3.5 we 
have ,0, y < SO + 1 = s. If cro <: s - 2 or QO = /? = s - 1, easy calculations as 
above prove the bound d 5 s2 - 3s + 5. 
The last case to consider is CEO = SO = .y - 1 , ,8 = y = s. 
If there is one more minimal generator in degree s or s + 1, then we get the 
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required bound on the degree. So we will prove that h’Zz(s) = 5 and h’Z.z(s + 
1) = 11 can not happen. 
In fact 6=h”Z~(s+1)-h”Z~(s)=hoZz(s)-h’Zz(s-1)+2=5-1+2 
implies that Zz has 1 first syzygy in degree s + 1 and no first syzygies in degree 
s + 2 (Lemma 2.1 (iv); note that Zz can not be s + l-regular, since s > 5) so that 
TiQZ) = 0 
Then /v’~, (Y) = 0, hazy(~) = hOZz(s) = 5 and gJ1i( Y) # 0. 
From the exact sequence (2) we get nie2( Y2) = 1. This leads to the following 
contradiction on the dimension k of ZV-,( Yz). Since 5 = h’Zr(s) = h’Sx(s) + 
C:=, ngel ( Yi) + k and all the summand in the last member are non-zero, then k 
can only be 1 or 2. 
If k = 1, any non zero element 0 E pt-,( Y2) is an element of ZVi:i ( Y2, V), 
with dim(V) > 4, so that 5 = h’Zy(s) = hOZy,(s) + n:-l( Y2) > (2.4 - 3) + 1 
(see Theorem 3.3). 
If k = 2, then tzp2 (Y2) = 2 and from the exact sequence: 
it follows that Ni-,( Y2) # 0. Any non zero element in it should be annihilated 
by at least 3 independent linear forms, so that 0 = h”Zy,(s - 1) 2 2.3 - 3 (see 
Theorem 3.3). 0 
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